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Classical Heritage
Biblical Symbolism in The Life of Thomas More
By Maggie Glover
Editor's Note: Sir Thomas More wrote
primarily towards the end of the fifteenth
centurv and beginning of the sixteenth
centurv. The influence of classical literature
on his life and writing is undeniable. He
studied Greek and Latin comedy at Oxford
and in fad his very first work was a
translation of the Latin of a biography of
Pico della Mirandolu, an Italian humanist.
He was a Latincite at heart, and started a
new revolution of Classical education,
turning his buck on the dog style latin of the
Middle Ages. More was concerned with the
cultivation of style and considered Latin to
he the language of scholars.
This
contributed to his intense study of religion,
and his decision to enter the monastery for a
short period of lime: the signifigance of
which remained with him throughout his
entire life. This essay takes an in depth look
at a particular biography of Thomas More;
specifically his devotion to religion. The
Life of Thomas More, by Peter Ackroyd, is
an example of the classical heritage in
action: for to study More 's life and attention
to piety is to realize the background he must
have had in the authors of classical Greece
and Rome.
In The Life of Thomas More, Peter
Ackroyd recreates the ill-fated saint's life,
beginning with his baptism into the
Catholic Church, throughout his prominent
political life, and ending with his
unfortunate death at the hands of King
Henry VIII.
A large portion of this
biography is devoted to More's religious
life, which was his strongest passion, in
which Ackroyd utilizes both fact and
symbolism.
Although the symbolic
segments of this book inay not be exactly
"biographical," they reveal aspects of
More's life that documented facts cannot.
In order to highlight More's intense
devotion to the church beyond his prayer

times and education, Ackroyd intertwines
many religious and biblical references
which illustrate the vast impact that the
Bible had upon More as well as emphasize
the importance of his life in religious
history. These religious references, both
explicit and subtle, produce a biography
closely related to More's own works and
mavj resemble how the infamous martvr
•/
would have liked his story to be told.
Ackroyd begins the biography with
More's baptism, which shows the
importance of religious ceremony in not just
More's family, but throughout European
society in the late fifteenth century:
It was considered best to baptize the
child on the same day as its birth, if
such haste were practicable, since an
i n f a n t u n b a p t i z e d w o u l d be
consigned to limbo after its death...
suspended between heaven, hell and
purgatory. (Ackroyd 3-5)
The description of this ceremony provides
an introductory and superficial glimpse into
the significance of the Catholic Church in
More's life as well as demonstrates the
strictness of religious practices at this time.
Throughout the biography, the author
reveals the religious ceremonies and
traditions in which More took part, details
of his religious education, his prayer times,
and his frequency in attending Mass
(Ackroyd 17-28, 112-116). These are the
religious aspects of More's life that have
been discovered through research and can
be considered "factual." Although these
details do provide a concrete outline of
More's devotion and provide insight into
European society, it is through symbolism
that Ackroyd creates More's spirit and
creatively shows the similarities between
More and the religion he loved deeply.
Most of Ackroyd's symbolism
compares More to Christ himself, and,
indeed, some of these moments are
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conspicuous. In his description of More's
behavior after he was sentenced to death,
Ackroyd states, "[H]e had stood before his
accusers, like Jesus" (Ackroyd 399).
Ackroyd is comparing More's actions with
Jesus' trial before the Council and High
Priest in which he is accused of blasphemy.
Because Jesus' accusers did not have much
evidence against him, he could have gained
his freedom if he had simply denied the fact
that he thought he was the Messiah (Luke
22:54-55, 63-71). Similarly, More could have
easily gained his freedom by signing Henry
VIII's oath, for this was the single act that
initiated his persecution and death. In this
way, Ackroyd is highlighting More's
sacrifice for the good of others. By
comparing More to Jesus, whose intention
was to die to absolve the sins of mankind,
he is showing not only that More refused
hypocrisy in standing up and dying for his
beliefs, but also that More's actions would
benefit the lives of others.
Ackroyd again blatantly compares
More to Christ in his association of
Rowland Phillips, the vicar of Croydon,
with St. Peter, when he states:
In a description of the scene to
his daughter More used a phrase
from the gospel of St. John, with
the clear implication that he
himself was in the position of St.
Peter just before he denied
Christ (Ackroyd 362).
Phillips, who had signed his name to the
oath, was a respected religious authority
with a reputation for his conservative
religious ideals. By comparing Phillips to
St. Peter, the apostle who denied Christ
during his persecution, Ackroyd is
connecting More's peers with weakness and
betrayal, and again suggests that More is a
strong, Christ-like figure who does not
succumb to the temptations of other
"good," or respected, men (John 18:15-16).
Like the comparison of More to Jesus before
his accusers, this scene suggests that the
betrayal of Phillips and More's other peers

is much more meaningful then a mistake in
judgment. By comparing More's peers to
Christ's persecutors, Ackroyd suggests that
their betrayal was morally wrong and
would have repercussions greater than they
could have suspected.
Towards the end of the biography,
Ackroyd uses heavier religious symbolism
to further intensify this description of the
final days of More's life. The chapter which
begins the story of More's persecution and
death is entitled "The Weeping Time"
(Ackroyd 359). This chapter focuses on the
final moments before More's refusal to sign
the oath, and his subsequent imprisonment.
This resembles closely Jesus' weeping and
sweating of blood in the time leading to his
arrest (Luke 22:44).
Jesus is also
accompanied by his apostles at this time,
but is quickly deserted when the soldiers
arrive to arrest him (Luke 22:47-53). When
More receives his summons to appear at the
court, he meets with his family and "walked
with his family in the garden...[he] would
not allow them to accompany him to the
landing stage where his boat was waiting"
(Ackroyd 359-360). In this way, More's
"weeping time" is depicted similarly to
Jesus, in that he was alone and frightened
but steadfast in his conviction that he must
die for his beliefs. Again, More is depicted
as a deserted and lonely martyr whose
friends and family have abandoned him,
and yet he persists in what he believes to be
his fate. Like a Messiah, he does not
abandon his spiritual convictions due to his
physical weakness, but remains strong and
prays for strength to fulfill his destiny.
In these three sections, Ackroyd
creates biblical comparisons that are
impossible for his readers to ignore. He
noticeably demonstrates that More's actions
resemble that of a Messiah, and the
individuals who signed the oath are similar
to those who betrayed Jesus. This illustrates
More's passionate devotion to the church
quite well, and also provides insight into
the Catholic teachings. However, these
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comparisons seem slightly implausible in
that More would have been more than
reluctant to be compared to Christ. For this
reason, the more subtle biblical allusions
provide a more realistic insight into More's
true intentions.
A seemingly more a c c u r a t e
representation of More's position occurs
after he refuses to sign the oath, stating, "to
swear it is against my conscience" (Ackroyd
361). He resigns himself to self-meditation
in a chamber overlooking the garden and
river (Ackroyd 361). This scene bears
strong resemblance to the eve of Christ's
persecution, during which he prays to God
for the salvation of his people through his
death in a garden on the Mount of Olives
(Luke 22:39-46). However, because More is
not within the garden, but merely looking
upon it, this scene is a metaphor for More's
beliefs; although More's actions are similar
to that of Christ's, he is still a mere
"onlooker" to Jesus' struggle. This scene
more close]}' resembles More's true spirit.
Although More tried to structure his
behavior according to the Catholic
teachings, he would never have considered
himself worthy to be in the same "garden"
as Jesus.
Another subtle but meaningful
biblical metaphor is Ackroyd's reference to
the gates of heaven (365). Upon More and
John Fisher's initial meeting before Traitor's
Gate, More states, "Well met, my lord, I
hope we shall soon meet in heaven"
(Ackroyd 365).
This statement is
reminiscent of the conversations that Jesus
is reported to have had with one of the
prisoners crucified beside him. Christ
promises to see the prisoner in heaven,
stating, "I tell you the truth, today, you will
be with me in Paradise" (Luke 23:43). Later
in the afternoon, after their death, it is said
that they entered through the gates of
heaven, an image similar to Traitor's Gate.
Again, these passages are alike, but it is in

their contrast that Ackroyd makes his point.
More merely "hopes" that he shall see
Fisher in heaven, but Jesus promises the
prisoner their future reunion. In this way,
Ackroyd again highlights that although
More is a strong and religiously devout
man, his actions do not suggest the power
of an actual Messiah figure. He can only
pray and desire for that which Jesus can
actually produce.
These images create a compelling
and truthful account of More's life while
emphasizing his devotion to the Catholic
Church.
Ackroyd's explicit biblical
references illustrate the more dramatic and
passionate beliefs of More and the impact
that his actions and the actions of his peers
had upon history. However, it is in
Ackroyd's more subtle uses of religious
symbolism that More's own voice can be
heard, softly suggesting that although his
life revolves around Christ, he is a mere
mortal unworthy of such Christ-like
comparisons. Ackroyd's use of symbolism,
combined with concrete facts of More's
religious life, create a biography that
captures the religious devotion and spirit of
Thomas More.
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